Information for decision making
topics

• What have we learned
• Tools for decision making
• Products
• Résumé
What did we learn?

• Team work
• Communication
• Different decisions to make

➢ As well as concerning other situations
• Creativity
• Time management
• Evaluation
• Keep the balance: work <-> life
Tools for decision making

Informal Tools

• Emotions

• Time management and life/work – balance

• Expected results in relation to objective

• Sensible evaluation of impressions

• Creativity and usage of capacities
Tools for decision making

Formal tools

• Calculating costs and profits, CVP
• Long and short time investment strategy planning
• Sales strategy
PRODUCTS
Helping Hands

- Service application for people with needs
- “We are here to sAPPort you!”
BlanketBeats

- Blanket where are speakers built within
- Connection via Bluetooth
- Press the play button on the phone
- Enjoy the music!
- “The sound that makes the summer!”
**AUTOMATED TIME SCHEDULE SYSTEM (ATS)**

- Mobile application for organising excel-based time schedules
- Load the excel-file and select your courses or classes
- Before beginning of the event alarm starts
- “ATS takes care of your time!”
Commercial
Thank you!